Activity of our team

January – March 2020

Find out more about the activities of our research fellows across the world

Publications

Books, Articles in journals, chapters in edited collections, etc.


Blogs, Reports, Law reform submissions, consultation responses, other articles


Oliver Garner, 'Brexit: In Transition' European Law Blog, 31 January 2020


Yarik Kryvoi, The Future of the United Kingdom Investment Policy after Brexit, (blog) 11th March 2020

Liza Lovdahl Gormsen, written evidence to CMA’s interim report on Online platforms and digital advertising market study by the UK Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), 12 February 202. Submission available at: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5e8c7f2ed3bf7f1fb82927b2/200224_BIICL_Response_to_Interim_Report.pdf

Liza Lovdahl Gormsen, 'The Importance of Antitrust in the Digital Economy' Digital Freedom Fund Blog 3 March 2020
Irene Pietropaoli and Lise Smit (with Peter Hood and Julianne Hughes-Jennett), ‘A UK Failure to Prevent Mechanism for Corporate Human Rights Harms’ report, 11 February 2020

Jack Simson Caird and Oliver Garner, The European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Bill and the Rule of Law Bingham Centre Report 10 January 2020


Jack Simson Caird and Oliver Garner, The EU-UK Future Relationship and the Rule of Law March 2020

Jack Simson Caird, The role of the speaker, UKiCE March 2020

Lise Smit, Claire Bright et al, Study on Due Diligence Requirements Through the Supply Chain, European Commission, 24 February 2020.

Jan van Zyl Smit, expert opinion provided to the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights on the Bill amending the Act on the Organization of Common Courts, the Act on the Supreme Court and Certain Other Acts of Poland (as of 20 December 2019)

Jan van Zyl Smit, Sir Jeffrey Jowell QC and Alex Goodman; Consolidated Submissions to Constitutional Reform Commission of The Gambia on draft constitution, March 2020


Conference Presentations and Speaking Engagements


Duncan Fairgrieve, chairing seminar on “the Future of Law Schools” with Prof Geraint Howells, Université de Paris Dauphine, 25 February 2020


Kristin Hausler, Invited Expert at the GCTF Criminal Justice and Rule of Law (CJ-ROL) Working Group Second Meeting on Criminal Justice Responses to the Linkages between Terrorism, the Financing of Terrorism and Illicit Trafficking, Malta, 11-13 February 2020

Yarik Kryvoi, Presenting a study on corporate restructuring and investor-state dispute settlement at an Investment Treaty Forum event hosted by Baker McKenzie, London, United Kingdom, 6 March 2020

Lise Smit, Presentation of European Commission study on due diligence through the supply chain, CSR Europe (webinar), 23 March 2020


Jan van Zyl Smit, ‘The Rule of Law – Relevance of Commonwealth and international standards in Zimbabwe today’ presentation at Zimbabwe: Living on The Edge, a joint event of the Bingham Centre and the Mike Campbell Foundation, Royal Geographical Society, 11 March 2020

Constantinos Yiallourides, Panel Chair, ‘Conference: International Immigration Law and International Refugee Law: Comparative Policies from Asia and Europe’, University of Aberdeen, 28 February 2020

Public Consultations

Julinda Beqiraj attended the Expert Consultation on access to justice of persons with disabilities organised by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, M. Catalina Devandas Aguilar. Geneva, 21 February 2020,

Training and Teaching

Ivano Alogna, Course in Global Environmental Law, University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Paris, January 2020

Ivano Alogna, Course in Climate Change Law, Western Catholic University, Angers (February 2020) and Lyon Catholic University, Lyon, January-March 2020

Claire Bright, Human Rights Issues in Global Value Chains, course delivered to students from the Instituto de Direito Público of Brasília, Brasil, 23 January 2020

Claire Bright, Business and Human Rights, course delivered in the framework of the European and International Law LL.M, University of Minho, Braga, 2 March 2020

Claire Bright, Business-related Human Rights and Environmental Harms, course delivered in the framework of the Master of Arts in Human Rights and Conflict Management, Scuola Superiore San’Anna, Pisa (online course), 30-31 March 2020
Duncan Fairgrieve, diverse lectures on comparative law topics at ESCP London and Université de Dauphine Paris PSL.

Jean-Pierre Gauci, Contemporary Human Rights Issues, University of Malta (Various)


Irene Pietropaoli, visiting fellowship at Tel Aviv University’s faculty of law TrafLab project ‘A Labor perspective on human trafficking’, 9-28 January 2020